Back-up and Recovery
as a Service
Protect your Business and Data with
Nouveau’s Back-up and Recovery as a Service
Now more than ever organisations are turning to a back-up-as a service in a move to shift from
physical tape to an offsite digital back up service to meet the demands of rising data volumes and
compliance regulations. Nouveau offers a range of onsite and offsite/hybrid cloud-based data
protection solutions to ensure resilience across all data assets.

Cloud Back-up and Recovery

Office 365 Back-up

Our service supports business continuity
strategies and enables recovery from unforeseen
problems. We will help you to automate the
entire back-up process, so you don’t have to
spend valuable time on manual back-ups.
We will work with you to determine the right
approach depending on how much data you
need to store, how many virtual machines, and
whether you need immediate access. This
enables us to configure your data storage in
the cloud and provide you with the most costeffective, scalable, and long-term storage
solution.

There is a common misconception that Microsoft
fully backs up Office365 mailboxes and files as
part of the subscription, but this is not the case.

In addition, our cloud service facilitates instant
recovery to existing on premise servers. Taking
a replica of your on-premise systems should
the worst happen we can get you back up and
running as quickly as possible.

Microsoft do not provide native options to back
up Office365 mailboxes and files – Microsoft is
purely responsible for providing the necessary
infrastructure and ensuring Office365 works, but
it is the responsibility of the customer to secure
and protect its Office 365 data.
Our Office365 Backup service enables you to
back and restore all your mailboxes and files in
One Drive and Sharepoint through a centralised
multi-tenant online console, on a monthly
subscription.
Alternatively, you can let us manage this process
for you with our managed service.

Contact us today for a free health-check audit:

T: 0118 918 6822 E: sales@nouveau.co.uk

Service Overview
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Daily Backup Health Check
Weekly Backup Integrity Check
Inclusive of all application updates
Cloud Storage
Monthly Automated Integrity Check
Disaster
6 Month Restore- File Level x2
Monthly Restore- File Level x2
Yearly DR Test
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Summary
Whichever configuration best suits your business, getting the

most out of your cloud solution requires careful consideration

costs, we can supply all your
infrastructure requirements,
and support you with:
•

Knowledge and Expertise

•

IT-Support Excellence

•

Customer-Centric service

For support you can rely on,

and a trusted partner offering
the right levels of expertise,

experience and resource to

keep your business systems

running smoothly, call one of

our support sales consultants
today.

T: 0118 918 6822
E: sales@nouveau.co.uk
www.nouveau.co.uk

of your existing systems. Get in touch with our team today to
organise an initial consultation on 01189 186822.

Contact us today for a free health-check

T: 0118 918 6822 E: sales@nouveau.co.uk

